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Abstract. Let ir. S -» B be an elliptic surface with a section o: B -* S. Let

¿_1 -* B be the normal bundle of o{B) in S, and let W = P(L®2 © L®3 © 1)

be a P2-bundle over B. Let S* be the surface obtained from S by contracting

those components of fibres of S which do not intersect o(B). Then S* may

be imbedded in W and defined by a "Weierstrass equation":

y2z = Xs - g2xz2 - g3z3

where g2 G tf°(B,e(Z,®4)) and g3 e H°iB,e(L96)). The only singularities

(if any) of S* are rational double points. The triples iL,g2,g}) f°rm a set °f

invariants for elliptic surfaces with sections, and a complete set of invariants

is given by {(L,g2,g3)}/(7 where G s C* X Aut (B).

An elliptic surface is a morphism it: S -* B where S is a compact complex

analytic surface, B is a compact Riemann surface, and such that for all but

finitely many points t G B, C, = ir~ (i) is a nonsingular elliptic curve in S.

Throughout this paper we will assume the existence of a section a: B

-* S (it ■ a = idB). In this case, it follows that S is algebraic [3].

it: S -> B will be called a minimal elliptic surface if no fibre of S contains

an exceptional curve of the first kind. It is possible for it: S -> B to be a

minimal elliptic surface while 5 is not a minimal surface (rational elliptic

surface). If it: S -> B and <b: F -» B are elliptic surfaces with sections

a: B -* S, t: B -» F, then a birational mapping is a biholomorphic map

/: ir~l(B') -* <¡>~~l(B') where B' C B is a Zariski open set, satisfying: <f> -f = it

and f- a = r. Then we have the following

Theorem. If F is a minimal elliptic surface, then f extends to a holomorphic

mapping}: S -» F [3].

It is not hard to prove that if it: S -> 5 is any elliptic surface (not

necessarily containing a section), then the exceptional curves lying in any fibre

of S are disjoint. It follows that there exists a unique minimal model in any

birational class of elliptic surfaces [3].
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Now let ir: S -* B be a minimal elliptic surface. If K(S) and K(B) denote

the function fields of 5 and of F respectively, then K(S), as an algebraic

function field in one variable over K(B), is of genus 1, and contains a rational

point corresponding to the section. It follows that S is birationally equivalent

to a (possibly singular) elliptic surface it': S' -» F given by a Weierstrass

equation. That is, S' C F X P2 is defined by an equation of the form:

2 3 2 3
y 2 = X3 - g2XZ* - g3ZJ

where g2,g3 in 7v(F) are uniquely determined up to the transformation:

(g2,g3)^(h4g2,h6g3),hEK(B).

In this paper, we wish to describe a (possibly singular) elliptic surface:

it* : S* -* F closely related to the Weierstrass surface S', such that S*

satisfies:

(i) The only singularities of S* are rational double points;

(ii) S is the minimal resolution of S*.

Abstractly, S* is obtained from S by contracting those curves in the singular

fibres of S which do not meet the section. We wish to describe a Weierstrass-

type equation for S*.

Let A be the unique divisor on F such that if:

div(g2) + 4A =   2  ripP,
peb

div (g3) + 6A =   2  mPP
PeB

then

(i) np > 0, mP > 0 for all PEB,

(ii) min(3np,2mp) < 12 for all F E F,

i.e., either nP < 4 or mP < 6. If (g2,g3) is replaced by (h4g2,h6g3), then /I is

replaced by A — div (h). Thus the divisor class of A is uniquely determined by

the elliptic surface 5. Let L = [A] be the line bundle of A, and let (/„) be a

system of transition functions for L with respect to some covering {10 of B.

The meromorphic functions g2, g3 determine sections:

g* E H°(B,eB(4L)),      g* E H°(B,6B(6Q).

(g*,g*) are determined by S up to the transformation: (g2,g*) -* (X4g2,

Xg*), X E C*. g* and g* may be described by systems of holomorphic

functions (g*¡) and (g*¡) defined on U¡ satisfying

„* _ ;4„* „* _ /6„*
gn - hjgij'      gn - 'ijgy

on U¡ n Uj.

Let W = 27 © 37 © 1. Let S* C F(iy) be such that S* is defined over

each piece U¡ by the equation:

2 3*2*3
y¡zi = xi -gnxizi -gMzi
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where (x¡: y¡: z¡) are fibre homogeneous coordinates for P{W) over  U¡

satisfying

- /3,xi    i¡xj'' y i   y-*/' zi   2j'

over U¡ n Uj.

If B' = B - supp {A), then it is clear that 5*|ß. s S'|ß- and therefore S*

is birationally equivalent to S. We will prove that the only singularities of S*

are rational double points. Notice that we have:

min (3 ordp (g2*),2 ordP (g*))< 12

at every point P E B.

Lemma 1. Consider the isolated singularity

y2 = x3 - at"x - ßtm,       n > 0, m > 1,

/'« G, v.\ where a = a(t), ß = /?(/), a(0) ^ 0, ¿3(0) ^ 0, and where we assume

//to A = 4a t — 21 ßt is not identically zero. Then the above singularity at

the origin is a rational double point if and only if min (3«, 2m) < 12.

Proof. We can resolve the singularity explicitly as in [2, p. 81]. We give a

table here which describes the graph of the minimal resolution in case « < 4

or m < 6. We follow the notation of [1], namely:

A   :  •-   • • •  — (« vertices)

D„ (n vertices)

En :  '-■-r  • • •  —     (n vertices, « = 6, 7, or 8)

here each vertex represents a nonsingular rational curve with self-intersection
-2.

Resolution of y2 = x3 - atnx - ßtm

« m

>3

2

3

3

>4

>2

1

4

>3

>2

>5

5

2

>2

DA
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As an illustration, we will carry out the resolution of y2 = x3 - at"x - ßt5,

n > 4. After blowing up the origin in the (x,t) plane we get the diagram:

(1)

where Ij is the exceptional curve,

OT,

is the proper transform of "x3 - at"x- ßt5 = 0" which has a simple cusp,

and mx is the multiplicity of Tx as a component of the divisor of x3

- ßt5. After blowing up the cusp, we get the diagram:

at"x

(2) r,

r*=-2   m, =3

r| = -1   m, = 5

Here Tx represents the proper transform of the Tx of diagram (1). Now, blow

up the triple intersection:

(3)

Again blow up the triple intersection:

r; =-3 m, =3

r|=-2 m2=5

Il=-1    m3=9

(4)

r2,=-3 m,=3

r|=-3 m2=5

rl=-2 m3=9

rj = -l m4 = 15

Now blow up each double point. This is to insure that the curves IJ with m¡

odd are disjoint from one another and from /*.
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(5)

r7

r2x = rj = r| = r^ = -4

r! = r26 = r27 = ri=-i

mx, m2, m3, «74 = 1 (2)

ms, m6, m7, ms=0 (2)

The resolution is then the double covering of diagram (5) ramified over the

curves Tx, T2, T3, T4, and /". This is clearly the graph £g.

By tautness of rational double points [1], it follows that y2 = x3 - at"x

- ßtm is a rational double point if min(3/i,2/«) < 12.

Assume now that n = 4k + nx, m = 6k + mx where k > 0, min(3«i,2mx)

< 12. Then the graph of the resolution of y2 = x3 - t"ax - tm is one of the

following:

k curves

where 2„ m is taken from the table above;

B, = 0 or m, = 0

Ä
k curves

2where E is an elliptic curve with E   = -1;
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k curves

where F is a rational curve with one cusp, and E2 = — 1.

In any case, the singularity is not a rational double point. This completes

the proof of Lemma 1.

We now consider the singularities of S* corresponding to poles ofj. Thus

we consider the surface defined in C2 ) x (|/| < e) by y2 = x3 — a(t)x

- ß(t), with discriminant A = 4a3 - 27ß and invariant, y = 4a3/A. We now

assume that j has a pole of order r > 0 at t = 0. If we set a(t) = t"ax (t), ß(t)

= tmßx(t) with a,(0) =5* 0, and ßx(0) # 0, then we must have (n,m) = (2k,

3k) for some k > 0. Notice that after an analytic change of coordinates, the

above equation may be transformed to

y2 = (x- tk)(x2 - tr+2ky),       y = y«, y(0) # 0.

Here again, this singularity may be resolved explicitly by the methods of [2].

We get the following result:

Lemma 2. The singularity y2 = (x - tk)(x2 - tr+2ky) is not a rational double

point if k~> 1. It is a rational double point of type Dr+4 if k = 1, and of type

Ar_xifk = 0,r> 1.

To be more specific, if k > 1 is even, then the graph of the resolution is:

-2      -2

-2-2

If k > 1 is odd, the graph is:

-2     -2

-2

-2
-2

-2 -2
-3

-2 "2

If k = 0, the corresponding fibre is of type Ir, while if k — 1, the fibre is of

type 7,*.

It is clear from Lemmas 1 and 2 and our construction of the elliptic surface

S* that the only singularities of S* are rational double points.
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To each point a E B, let C* be the fibre of S* over a. If S is the minimal

resolution of S*, then the fibre of S over a is of the f~rm:

where C^ is the proper transform of C* and where \Jj> x CaJ (if nonempty)

form the minimal resolution of a rational double point. Thus we have

C2j = - 2, A' • Caj = 0 (j > 1). Since Ca is a fibre of an elliptic surface,

K • Ca = 0. It follows that K • CM = 0. Thus Co0 is not an exceptional curve

of the first kind. We may conclude that S is a minimal elliptic surface. We sum

up our results.

Theorem 1. Let it: S -* Bbea minimal elliptic surface which admits a section.

Then there exists a line bundle L on B and sections g2 E H (B,GB(4L)), g3

G H (B,0B(6L)) such that S is the minimal resolution of the surface S*

C P(2L © 3L © 1) defined by the "Weierstrass equation"

2 3 2 3
y z = x  -g2xz   -g3z\

The only singularities ofS* are rational double points. L is uniquely determined

by the projection it. In fact L~x is the normal bundle of any section a{B) in L, and

we have deg (L) = pg - q + 1. The pair (g2,g3) are uniquely determined up to

the transformation (g2,g3) i-» (X*g2,X6g3), X E C*. The pair (g2,g3) satisfy

(i) A - Agi - 21 g2 ft 0.

(ii) For every t E B, min(3 ord, (g2),2 ord, (g3)) < 12.

We remark that if S is not a K3 surface, then the projection it: S -» B is

uniquely determined up to an automorphism of B. In fact, if q > 0, the

Albanese mapping of 5 factors through the projection it and the Jacobian

mapping of B. If q = 0, then the projection it is determined by the linear

system \mK\, where m » 0 if S is not a rational surface, and m < 0 if S is a

rational elliptic surface.

Let Y(n,B) = the set of triples (L,g2,g3) where L is a line bundle over B

with deg (L) = n,g2E H°(B,6B(4L)), g3 E H°(B,eB(6L)) and satisfying:
(i) A = 4g23 - 27g23 ft 0.

(ii) For every t E B, min (3 ord, (g2),2 ord, (g3)) < 12.

Let X(n,B) = Y(n,B)/C* where C* acts on Y(n,B) by (L,g2,g3) i-* (L,

À g2>A #3)- There is a natural action of Aut (B) on X(n, B).

Theorem 2. There is a 1-1 correspondence between elliptic surfaces it: S -* B

which admit a section satisfying p — q + 1 = n, and the set X(n, B). The set of

elliptic surfaces S over B (without specifying a projection) which admit a section

satisfyingp - q + 1 = n is in 1-1 correspondence with X(n,B)/Aut(B),provid-
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ed that we exclude the case of elliptic 7\3 surfaces, i.e., n — 2, F = P1.

Example. Elliptic surfaces over P1. There is a unique line bundle Ln of

degree n on P1. We may identify H°(Px,8p,(m)) with % — the set of

polynomials P(t) of degree < m. Then Y(n,Px) = {(P(t),Q(t)) E %n x %n)

satisfying:

(i) 4F(r)3 - 21Q(tf # 0.
(ii) min (3 orda F,2 orda Q)< 12 for every a E C.

(iii) min(12n - 3 degF, 12n - 2 degg) < 12.

C* acts on r(n,P') by (P,Q) ^ (X4P,X6Q). SL(2,C)/±l = Aut (P1) acts
on y(n,P')by

(P,C)L.((c(+^(|±|),(c,+<0«.e(i±*)).
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